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Wave Expansion 
BoardsSRX-06/07/08/09

● User-installable expansion boards for 
“SRXpandable” Roland instruments

● Each title includes waves from 4-5 classic 
SR-JV80-Series boards—64MB total!

● SRX-06 “Complete Orchestra” includes waves 
from SR-JV80-02/07/13/16

● SRX-07 “Ultimate Keys” includes waves from 
SR-JV80-03/04/08/09/10

● SRX-08 “Platinum Trax” includes waves from 
SR-JV80-11/12/15/19

● SRX-09 “World Collection” includes waves from 
SR-JV80-05/14/17/18

● Hundreds of all-new Patches programmed for 
XV-Series engine including stereo waveforms, 
Matrix Control and powerful multi-effects

● Most original SR-JV80-Series Patches and 
Rhythm Sets included on CD-ROM*

*Original SR-JV80 Patches and Rhythm Sets not compatible with RD-700.

Timeless Waves, All-New Sounds
Not satisfied with re-packaging SR-JV80 boards into the SRX-Series format, Roland completely
re-worked these popular waves into something even more musical and useful. So while each new SRX
title contains nearly all the waveforms of 4-5 SR-JV80 titles, you won’t find any of the same Patches.
Instead, there are hundreds of entirely new sounds programmed using the XV engine’s expressive
4-Tone architecture, Matrix Control and multi-effects*—even sound layers using multiple SR-JV80
waveforms.                          *With the exception of the RD-700, most original SR-JV80 Patches and Rhythm Sets can be loaded using the bundled CD-ROM.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
SRX-06 “Complete Orchestra”
This library contains all the waveforms found in the SR-JV80-02 “Orchestral,” SR-JV80-16 “Orchestral II”
and SR-JV80-13 “Vocal” collections. Selected waveforms from the SR-JV80-07 “Super Sound Set”
are also included. As such, the SRX-06 provides hundreds of fresh, inspiring sounds for composers,
film scoring or any situation where realistic orchestral sounds and vocals are needed. And with the
XV-Series’ stereo waveforms, 4-Tone synthesis and Matrix Control, they’re more expressive than ever.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
SRX-07 “Ultimate Keys”
If you’re looking for realistic rhythm section sounds and contemporary music tones, there’s no
better place to start than the SRX-07. This massive collection contains all the waveforms from
Roland’s popular SR-JV80-04 “Vintage Synth,” SR-JV80-08 “Keyboards of the ‘60s & ‘70s” and
SR-JV80-10 “Bass & Drums,” plus selected waves from SR-JV80-09 “Session” and SR-JV80-03
“Piano.” With approximately 300 all-new Patches and 10 Rhythm Sets, the SRX-07 covers all the
bases from session work to live playing and MIDI sequencing.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
SRX-08 “Platinum Trax”
With the SRX-08, DJs and remixers gain some of the most sought-after dance music sounds
ever—taken from the SR-JV80-11 “Techno,” SR-JV80-12 “HipHop” and SR-JV80-19 “House”
collections. As a bonus, a collection of waves from the SR-JV80-15 “Special FX” board have also
been added, making the SRX-08 one of the most complete dance music libraries ever. There are
hundreds of new Patches, plus new Rhythm Sets just waiting to devastate the dance floor.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
SRX-09 “World Collection”
Looking for something different? The SRX-09 offers a taste of the world through its waveforms
taken from the SR-JV80-05 “World,” SR-JV80-14 “Asia” and SR-JV80-18 “Latin” collections.
There’s even a little bit of country thrown in from the SR-JV80-17! So whether you’re working
in Nashville, Miami, Tokyo, or anywhere else in the world, you’ll have hundreds of eclectic
sounds and all-new Rhythm Kits at your disposal. 

A Classic Sound Library Reborn. 
10 years and 19 titles later, Roland’s SR-JV80-Series remains one of the most popular sound libraries ever.
And now these industry-leading sounds live on in four new SRX-Series titles: SRX-06 “Complete
Orchestra,” SRX-07 “Ultimate Keys,” SRX-08 “Platinum Trax,” and SRX-09 “World Collection.” Each SRX
title contains the waveforms of 4-5 popular SR-JV80-Series boards—completely reprogrammed with all
new Patches that take full advantage of the powerful XV sound engine.

Check Out These Other SRX-Series Titles:

SRX-05
Supreme
Dance

SRX-04
Symphonique
Strings

SRX-03
Studio
SRX

SRX-02
Concert
Piano

SRX-01
Dynamic
Drum Kits

*Product pictured are prototype models. Actual product appearances may be subject to change. 
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